Specifications table {#s0005}
====================

TableSubject areaChemical EngineeringMore specific subject areaThermodynamics/Equilibrium of solids in supercritical fluidsType of dataTablesHow data was acquiredEmploying the modified Redlich--Kwong equation, the non-linear simplex method to optimize the values, published literature.Data formatRaw and AnalyzedExperimental factorsPhenanthrene' solubilities in supercritical CO~2~ was calculated using the modified Redlich--Kwong equation including adjustable parameters such as alpha and beta (*α* and *β*). A comparison of the experimental data was made through an objective function optimizing alpha and beta values employing a simplex non-linear method.Experimental featuresPublished data is used to calculate the solubilities of phenanthrene extracted with carbon dioxide under supercritical conditions at different temperature values.Data source locationUniversidad de Puerto Rico. Mayaguez. Puerto Rico.Data accessibilityData are available in this articleRelated research articleColpas, C.A., Tarón, D.A., and González, C.R. Calculation method for determining phenantrene solubility in supercritical CO~2~ employing Redlich--Kwong modified equation. Contemporary Engineering Sciences. 11 (40) (2018): 1971--1981.<https://doi.org/10.12988/ces.2018.84180>[@bib1]

Value of the data {#s0010}
=================

•The calculated solubility data are useful for comparisons with those obtained using modified state equations with different adjustment parameters.•The *α* and *β* parameters avoid the use of critical conditions of the solute, making relevant the solubility data calculated to apply to systems where the solute is a thermolabile substance.•The average quadratic error (EQA) data indicate that the calculation method applies to other systems of interest for the pharmaceutical, food and chemical industry mainly.

1. Data {#s0015}
=======

The data presented in this article include the experimental solubility of Phenanthrene (*Y*) at different temperatures and pressures in carbon dioxide under supercritical conditions [@bib2]. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. The physical properties of the solvent; molecular weight (*M*), critical pressure (*P~c~*), critical temperature (*T~c~*), acentric factor (*ω*), [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. The properties of the solute; molecular weight (*M*), *A* and *B* (variables in Redlich--Kwong equation of state) and molar volume (*V*^*sol*^), they were obtained from the literature [@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5]. The solubility values calculated using the modified Redlich--Kwong equation of state with adjustable parameters (α and *β*) are shown in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Experimental data of solubility in equilibrium of Phenanthrene in supercritical CO~2~.Table 1***T* = 318** **K*T* = 328** **K*T* = 338** **K*P*, (MPa)*Y* Molar fraction*P*, (MPa)*Y* Molar fraction*P*, (MPa)*Y* Molar fraction**128.49 × 10^−4^124.65 × 10^−4^123.28 × 10^−4^1611.4^3^ × 10^−3^161.51 × 10^−3^161.18 × 10^−3^201.70 × 10^−3^202.14 × 10^−3^202.37 × 10^−3^242.23 × 10^−3^242.79 × 10^−3^243.28 × 10^−3^282.28 × 10^−3^283.19 × 10^−3^283.84 × 10^−3^Table 2Physical properties of the solute.Table 2**Solute*M* (g/mol)*P~c~* (MPa)*T~c~* (K)*****ω****A******B* (k)10**^**3**^**× *V****^**sol**^***(M**^**3**^**/mol)Refs.**Phenanthrene178.243.17882.550.329914.6314873.40.1512[@bib3], [@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6][a](#tbl2fna){ref-type="table-fn"}[^1]Table 3Solubility data calculated for the supercritical phenanthrene-CO~2~ system using the modified Redlich--Kwong equation of state.Table 3**Supercritical temperature (K)323.15328.15338.15***P*, (MPa)Molar fraction*αβP*, (MPa)Molar fraction*ΑβP*, (MPa)Molar fraction*Αβ*3.5 × 10^−7^15.7377.2106.02 × 10^−7^16.0387.9391.6 × 10^−6^16.0968.0543.5 × 10^−6^0.15.7377.2106.02 × 10^−6^0.16.0387.9391.6 × 10^−5^0.16.0968.0543.5 × 10^−5^0.015.7377.2106.02 × 10^−5^0.016.0387.9391.6 × 10^−4^0.016.0968.0543.5 × 10^−4^0.0015.7377.2106.02 × 10^−4^0.0016.0387.9391.6 × 10^−3^0.0016.0968.0543.5 × 10^−3^0.00015.7377.2106.02 × 10^−3^0.00016.0387.9391.6 × 10^−2^0.00016.0968.0543.5 × 10^−2^1.02 × 10^−5^5.7377.2106.02 × 10^−2^1.03 × 10^−5^6.0387.9391.6 × 10^−1^1.09 × 10^−5^6.0968.0540.35481.21 × 10^−6^5.7377.2100.23.36 × 10^−6^6.0387.9390.29.16 × 10^−6^6.0968.0540.41.10 × 10^−6^5.7377.2100.41.87 × 10^−6^6.0387.9390.45.07 × 10^−6^6.0968.0540.86.89 × 10^−7^5.7377.2100.61.39 × 10^−6^6.0387.9390.63.74 × 10^−6^6.0968.0541.25.75 × 10^−7^5.7377.2100.81.17 × 10^−6^6.0387.9390.83.11 × 10^−6^6.0968.0541.65.42 × 10^−7^5.7377.21011.05 × 10^−6^6.0387.93912.76 × 10^−6^6.0968.05425.48 × 10^−7^5.7377.2101.29.75 × 10^−7^6.0387.9391.22.55 × 10^−6^6.0968.0542.45.80 × 10^−7^5.7377.2101.49.36 × 10^−7^6.0387.9391.42.42 × 10^−6^6.0968.0542.86.33 × 10^−7^5.7377.2101.69.19 × 10^−7^6.0387.9391.62.36 × 10^−6^6.0968.0543.27.11 × 10^−7^5.7377.2101.89.16 × 10^−7^6.0387.9391.82.33 × 10^−6^6.0968.0543.68.15 × 10^−7^5.7377.21029.27 × 10^−7^6.0387.93922.33 × 10^−6^6.0968.05449.52 × 10^−7^5.7377.2102.29.47 × 10^−7^6.0387.9392.22.36 × 10^−6^6.0968.0544.41.13 × 10^−6^5.7377.2102.49.77 × 10^−7^6.0387.9392.42.41 × 10^−6^6.0968.0544.81.37 × 10^−6^5.7377.2102.61.02 × 10^−6^6.0387.9392.62.48 × 10^−6^6.0968.0545.21.68 × 10^−6^5.7377.2102.81.07 × 10^−6^6.0387.9392.82.56 × 10^−6^6.0968.0545.62.09 × 10^−6^5.7377.21031.12 × 10^−6^6.0387.93932.67 × 10^−6^6.0968.05462.65 ×10^−6^5.7377.2103.21.19 × 10^−6^6.0387.9393.22.80 × 10^−6^6.0968.0546.43.41 × 10^−6^5.7377.2103.41.27 × 10^−6^6.0387.9393.42.94 × 10^−6^6.0968.0546.84.48 × 10^−6^5.7377.2103.61.36 × 10^−6^6.0387.9393.63.11 × 10^−6^6.0968.0547.25.99 × 10^−6^5.7377.2103.81.46 ×1 0^−6^6.0387.9393.83.30 × 10^−6^6.0968.0547.68.20 × 10^−6^5.7377.21041.58 × 10^−6^6.0387.93943.52 × 10^−6^6.0968.05481.15 × 10^−5^5.7377.2104.21.71 × 10^−6^6.0387.9394.23.76 × 10^−6^6.0968.0548.4166 × 10^−5^5.7377.2104.41.86 × 10^−6^6.0387.9394.44.03 × 10^−6^6.0968.0548.82.48 × 10^−5^5.7377.2104.62.03 × 10^−6^6.0387.9394.64.33 × 10^−6^6.0968.0549.23.80 × 10^−5^5.7377.2104.82.23 × 10^−6^6.0387.9394.84.68 × 10^−6^6.0968.0549.65.98 × 10^−5^5.7377.21052.45 × 10^−6^6.0387.93955.06 × 10^−6^6.0968.054109.46 × 10^−5^5.7377.2105.22.70 × 10^−6^6.0387.9395.25.49 × 10^−6^6.0968.05410.40.0001455.7377.2105.42.99 × 10^−6^6.0387.9395.45.97 × 10^−6^6.0968.05410.430.0001505.7377.2105.63.33 × 10^−6^6.0387.9395.66.50 × 10^−6^6.0968.05410.80.0002135.7377.2105.83.71 × 10^−6^6.0387.9395.87.11 × 10^−6^6.0968.05411.20.0002935.7377.21064.15 × 10^−6^6.0387.93967.79 × 10^−6^6.0968.05411.60.0003815.7377.2106.24.66 × 10^−6^6.0387.9396.28.55 × 10^−6^6.0968.05411.810.0004295.7377.2106.45.24 × 10^−6^6.0387.9396.49.41 × 10^−6^6.0968.054120.0004725.7377.2106.65.93 × 10^−6^6.0387.9396.61.04 × 10^−5^6.0968.05412.40.0005645.7377.2106.86.72 × 10^−6^6.0387.9396.81.15 × 10^−5^6.0968.05412.80.0006565.7377.21077.65 × 10^−6^6.0387.93971.27 × 10^−5^6.0968.05413.20.0007465.7377.2107.28.74 × 10^−6^6.0387.9397.21.41 × 10^−5^6.0968.05413.60.0008345.7377.2107.41.00 × 10^−5^6.0387.9397.41.57 × 10^−5^6.0968.05413.880.0008955.7377.2107.61.15 × 10^−5^6.0387.9397.61.75 × 10^−5^6.0968.054140.0009205.7377.2107.81.34 × 10^−5^6.0387.9397.81.96 × 10^−5^6.0968.05414.40.0010035.7377.21081.55 × 10^−5^6.0387.93982.19 × 10^−5^6.0968.05414.80.0010835.7377.2108.21.81 × 10^−5^6.0387.9398.22.46 × 10^−5^6.0968.05415.20.0011615.7377.2108.42.12 × 10^−5^6.0387.9398.42.77 × 10^−5^6.0968.05415.60.0012365.7377.2108.62.49 × 10^−5^6.0387.9398.63.12 × 10^−5^6.0968.054160.0013085.7377.2108.82.94 × 10^−5^6.0387.9398.83.52 × 10^−5^6.0968.05416.40.0013775.7377.21093.49 × 10^−5^6.0387.93993.98 × 10^−5^6.0968.05416.80.0014445.7377.2109.24.16 × 10^−5^6.0387.9399.24.51 × 10^−5^6.0968.05417.20.0015085.7377.2109.44.97 × 10^−5^6.0387.9399.45.12 × 10^−5^6.0968.05417.60.0015705.7377.2109.65.97 × 10^−5^6.0387.9399.65.82 × 10^−5^6.0968.054180.0016295.7377.2109.87.18 × 10^−5^6.0387.9399.86.62 × 10^−5^6.0968.05418.40.001685.7377.210108.64 × 10^−5^6.0387.939107.54 × 10^−5^6.0968.05418.80.001745.7377.21010.22.03 × 10^−6^6.0387.93910.28.60 × 10^−5^6.0968.05419.20.001795.7377.21010.42.23 × 10^−6^6.0387.93910.49.81 × 10^−5^6.0968.05419.60.001845.7377.21010.60.00015026.0387.93910.430.00015056.0968.054200.001895.7377.21010.80.00017926.0387.93910.60.00011186.0968.05420.40.001945.7377.210110.00021256.0387.93910.80.00012766.0968.05420.80.001985.7377.21011.20.00025006.0387.939110.00014546.0968.05421.20.002025.7377.21011.40.00029146.0387.93911.20.00016566.0968.05421.60.002065.7377.21011.60.00033656.0387.93911.40.00018836.0968.054220.002105.7377.21011.80.00038496.0387.93911.60.00021366.0968.05422.40.002145.7377.210120.00043606.0387.93911.80.00024186.0968.05422.80.002185.7377.21012.20.00048936.0387.939120.00027296.0968.05423.20.002215.7377.21012.40.00054406.0387.939120.00027286.0968.05423.60.002255.7377.21012.60.00060106.0387.93912.20.00030686.0968.054240.002225.7377.21012.80.00065846.0387.93912.40.00034386.0968.05424.40.002315.7377.210130.00071656.0387.93912.60.00038376.0968.05424.80.002345.7377.21013.20.00077496.0387.93912,.80.00042656.0968.05425.20.002375.7377.21013.40.00083346.0387.939130.00047206.0968.05425.60.002395.7377.21013.60.00089186.0387.93913.20.00052006.0968.054260.002425.7377.21013.80.00094986.0387.93913.40.00057046.0968.05426.40.002445.7377.210140.00100746.0387.93913.60.00062296.0968.05426.80.002475.7377.21014.20.00106446.0387.93913.80.00067746.0968.05427.20.002495.7377.21014.40.00112076.0387.939140.00073366.0968.05427.60.002515.7377.21014.60.00117636.0387.93914.20.00079126.0968.05427.670.002525.7377.21014.80.00123106.0387.93914.40.00085016.0968.054280.002535.7377.210150.00128496.0387.93914.60.00091006.0968.05428.40.002555.7377.21015.20.00133796.0387.93914.80.00097076.0968.05428.80.002575.7377.21015.40.00138996.0387.939150.00103206.0968.05429.20.002595.7377.21015.60.00144096.0387.93915.20.00109386.0968.05429.60.002605.7377.21015.80.00149106.0387.93915.40.00115586.0968.054300.002625.7377.210160.00154006.0387.93915.60.00121806.0968.054

2. Experimental design, materials and methods {#s0020}
=============================================

The solubility data are determined by employing the modified Redlich--Kwong equation of state. The modification of the equation was made from the inclusion of adjustable parameters called alpha and beta (*α* and *β*), which are relevant because when they are used it is not necessary to know the solute critical conditions. The solubilities values (calculated and experimental) are compared by an objective function which is optimized by applying the non-linear simplex method.

2.1. Mathematical details {#s0025}
-------------------------

The basic equation used to calculate the solubility of solids with low vapor pressure in supercritical fluids can be expressed as:$$y_{2} = \frac{P_{2}^{sub}}{P{\hat{\phi}}_{2}^{V}}\exp\left( \frac{V_{2}^{sol}P)}{RT} \right)$$where *y*~*2*~ is the solubility of solids with low vapor pressure in supercritical fluids, the fugacity coefficient, *P*^*sat*^ the saturation pressure, *V*^*sol*^ is the solid molar volume of the solute, *R* the universal constant of the gases, *T* the temperature and P the system pressure. Subscript 2 refers to the solid component. All terms can be obtained experimentally except ${\hat{\phi}}_{2}^{V}$, The Redlich--Kwong equation is used to calculate the fugacity coefficient, the expression for the calculation is as follows:$$\ln{\hat{\phi}}_{2} = \left( {Z - 1} \right)\frac{b_{2}}{b_{1}} - \ln\left( {Z - B} \right) + \frac{a}{bRT^{1.5}}\left\lbrack {\frac{2\left( {y_{1}a_{12} + y_{2}a_{2}} \right)}{a} - \frac{b_{2}}{b}} \right\rbrack\ln\frac{Z + B}{Z}$$where *A* and *B* are the adjustable parameters, *a*~1~ and *b*~1~ are the solute Van der Waals parameters of solute, *a*~2~ and *b*~2~ are the solvent Van der Waals parameters, *a* and *b* are the mixture parameters and *Z* is the compressibility factor, which depend on the solubility. For the fluid phase, *a* and *b* were calculated employing Van der Waals mixing rule, it can be observed that solubility is a *Z* function.

To infinite dilution la Eq. [(2)](#eq0010){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be rewritten as follows:$$\ln{\hat{\phi}}_{2}^{\infty} = \left( {Z - 1} \right)\frac{b_{2}}{b_{1}} - \ln\left( {Z - B} \right) + \frac{A}{B}\left( {2\sqrt{\frac{a_{2}}{a_{1}}} - \frac{b_{2}}{b_{1}}} \right)\ln\frac{Z + B}{Z}$$

The final equation for the fugacity coefficient at infinite dilution is:$$\ln{\hat{\phi}}_{2}^{\infty} = \beta\left( {Z - 1} \right) - \ln\left( {Z - B} \right) + \frac{A}{B}\left( {\beta - 2\alpha} \right)\ln\frac{Z + B}{Z}$$where *α* is the adjustment parameter with respect to the molecular interactions between the solute and the solvent, *β* the adjustment parameter in relation to the molecular size between the solute and the solvent.

The mean squared error was calculated through the following equation$$\mathit{ECM} = 100\sqrt{\frac{\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{N_{p}}\left( {y_{i,\mathit{cal}} - y_{i,\mathit{\exp}}} \right)^{2}}{N_{p}}}$$where *y*~*i,cal*~ is the solubility calculated from component *i*, *y*~*i,exp*~ the experimental solubility of component *i* and *N*~*p*~ is the data number.

The reader can find further details in our previous paper [@bib1], and another manuscript [@bib2].
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[^1]: *P~c~*, *T~c~* and *ω* from Refs. [@bib3], [@bib6]; *A* and *B* from Refs. [@bib4], [@bib6]; *V^sol^* from Refs. [@bib5], [@bib6].
